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1. Introduction

In the past few years, SDN (Software Defined Networking) has become a hot topic in computer networking. In SDN, dummy devices in data plane are controlled by a centralized controller in control plane. Whenever a device receives a packet, it matches the packet header with flow entries which are stored in a flow table inside the device. If there is no flow entry is found, the device will send a request to ask the controller how to handle the packet. Then, the controller might install flow entries to the device. Because of separating control plane and data plane, SDN offers some benefits for the network operator such as centralized management, centralized provisioning, lower device cost and more flexibility. With these benefits, SDN is promised as a valuable solution for a back bone network which contains a lot of devices.

However, SDN also issues new problems such as scalability. In a large network, a centralized controller has to manage thousands of devices and conduct millions of requests per second. The centralized controller can become a bottleneck that decreases the network performance significantly. Past research has tried to handle this issue [1][2]. The concept of distributed controllers is one of solutions, in which each controller controls a part of a large network that has less number of devices and less number of requests.

The scalability issue does not only happen in the control plane but also happen in data plane. Generally many SDN devices employ Ternary Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) as storing the flow table and lookup flow entries for a given packet header. TCAM is a specialized high-speed memory that searches its entire contents in a single clock cycle, but it has some disadvantages; such as high power consumption, high cost, and low utility of ASCI space. Increasing flow table size can lead to other issues such as price, energy and size of a device. Therefore, the flow table size of a network device is limited. In a large network which contains thousands of network devices and millions of.end user devices, the number of flow entries might be up to millions. This is a huge number if we compare with the ability of managing flow entries in a network device. For example, a 5406z switch can support about 1500 OpenFlow rules or 64000 forwarding entries for standard Ethernet switching [3]. Hence, a flow table of a device can be easily filled with enormous number of flows.

When a flow table is full, for every packet which doesn't match any flow entry in the flow table and the network device has to send a request to the controller. If the controller fails to install a new flow entry to the device, an option for the controller is to replace an old flow entry by the new flow entry and let the network device does its function. Another option is that the controller forwards packets by itself. That is, the controller might send packets to appropriate network devices which might be the closest network device to the destination of a packet. In the second option, the controller might have to process a huge number of packets if the packet belongs to a high loaded flow. Moreover, it may also lead to other problems such as bypassing network security functions. For example, when we put a firewall to prevent a malicious traffic from reaching a destination and the controller handles this traffic flow, the traffic can bypass the firewall. Like the first case the replacement of flow entries can be used for preventing these possible issues with the second option. But the controller might spend a lot of resource to replace flow entries. If the number of active flows is larger than flow table size, the controller has to repeatedly replace flow entries.

In our work we focus on the scalability issue in the data plane. A past approach was proposed to solve this issue is to combine flow entries and reduce the number of flow entry [4]. In fact, combining flow entries contains hidden issues
because the combined flow entry comprises equal or more than the original flow entries. When the controller fails to install flow entries because flow table is full, as we discuss, the controller should let packet goes through network devices as it always does. Hence, a replacement strategy is required to improve the performance. For example, we could replace flow entries that are for handling lower load traffic by new flow entries that are for handling high load traffic. In order to do that, we have to collect statistic information from the network device. However, if the number of active flows is larger than flow table size, the replacement can be repeatedly happened. Therefore, the controller should consider whether a new flow entry should be replaced or not. It might make the controller process a lot of packets that match non-installed flow entry. A cache module which can quickly handle the packets that match non-installed flow entry is an answer for this issue. In this paper, we propose a control plane flow management which replace and cache flow entries smartly to handle scalability issue in control plane. We describe the design of the required modules of the management system.

2. Related Works

2.1 SDN Operation

In this section, we explain the basic SDN operations. The architecture of SDN is composed of three layers such as Application layer, Control layer, and Infrastructure layer [5]. The infrastructure layer (or the data plane) includes network element such as switches and access points. The role of network element is to forward a packet to its destination or drop it. The control layer includes a controller which interacts with the network elements on the infrastructure layer through southbound interface. It also provides an interface to applications of the network (northbound interface). The application layer includes applications which control the network via northbound interface based on the policies given by network operator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Match fields</th>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Counters</th>
<th>Instructions</th>
<th>Timeouts</th>
<th>Cookie</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1. Flow Entry in a Flow Table

Generally, the northbound interface is implemented as a RESTful API, and the southbound interface implements the OpenFlow Protocol [6]. The OpenFlow Protocol is a protocol for a controller to communicate with network devices for configuring and monitoring them. In the OpenFlow Protocol, each network device has a flow table which contains flow entries. Figure 1 describes fields of a flow entry in a flow table. The match fields consist of the information of ingress ports and packet header information, such as source/destination IP/MAC address, Ethernet type and source/destination port, and other metadata which are specified in flow tables of other network devices. When a network device receives a packet, it looks up its flow table and tries to find flow entries which have the matched information of the packet header. If the packet header matches multiple flow entries, the flow entry which has highest priority value is used. The counters field indicates how many times the flow entry is used by increasing its value whenever it is used. The instruction field has a list of actions which indicate how to handle packets such as forwarding packets to output ports, dropping packets, and modifying the payload or the header of the packets. The timeouts field is used for cleaning up flow entries, that is, deleting flow entries from a flow table. The cookie field can be used by controller to filter flow statistic, flow modification and flow detection. This cookie field is not used when processing packets.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic SDN operations for transferring traffic of a flow. Firstly, a source host sends the first packet of a flow to a network device (1). Secondly, the network device looks up matched flow entries. If there is no matched flow entry, the network device sends a request to the controller (2). In the controller, the request will be forwarded to the control application. After getting the request, based on the knowledge of the network, the application makes a decision and tries to install flow entries to all of the network devices along the path of the packet (3). After installing the flow entries, the application sends back the packet to the network device which requests the flow entries as well as to the last network device of the path of the packet. Then the last network device forwards the first packet to the destination host (4). After deploying flow entries in every network devices related to the flow, the network devices handle the following packets of the flow by referring the instruction field of the deployed flow entry (5).

2.2 Previous solutions for scalability issue

Some previous works focused on the scalability issue, but they consider another aspect, that is, they try to reduce the number of flow entries [7] [8]. In [7], by using wildcard they can reduce the number of flow entries. Additional, the flow entries of normal switch are stored in the authority switch that has bigger memory. When a flow comes to ingress switch, it will match a partition rule that redirects the message to an appropriate authority switch. In authority switch, the packet matches an authority rule that forwards the packet to the egress switch and it installs a cache rule to the ingress switch. The subsequent packets come to ingress switch will match the cache rule which has higher priority than partition rule. Hence, the ingress switch can forward packet to egress switch directly. This method can keep the packet in the data plane and reduce the delay caused by intervention with the controller.

In [8], instead of using wildcard to reduce the number flow entries, the authors combining the flow entries which have the same path to one flow entry in the middle switch. When a
packet comes to an ingress switch, the ingress switch adds two tags to the packet. A flow tag specifies the flow of packets. And a path tags that is used to specify the path of packets. When the ingress switch forwards a packet to a middle switch, the packet matches a flow entry by the path tag. Therefore, the packet can be forwarded to the egress switch which removes both tags. Instead of storing multiple flow entries that do the same action-forwarding packet to the same path, the middle switch needs to store only flow entries which match the tag and does the same action.

Our proposed solution considers another aspect. We try to expand a flow table logically. However, a flow table of a device has some limitation about increasing the volume as we discuss before. Therefore, instead of increasing the flow table size by hardware, we increase the size of flow table by using software that running on a machine which has much bigger memory.

3. Flow Table Management

3.1 Replacement

Replacement module decides whether a new flow entry should be installed or not and which old flow entry should be replaced. To improve the performance of SDN, we will try to keep high load network traffic in the data plane and let cache module handle low load network traffic. That is, we will try to minimize the number of packets as well as the bandwidth of flows which are handled by cache module. Achieving both goals together is almost impossible. Therefore, we run a simple ranking algorithm to compare the utility between flow entries. When a controller application fails to install a flow entry to the switch, replacement module compares the rank of the new flow entry and installed flow entries in the switching device. If the new flow entry has higher rank than some of the flow entries in the device, replacement module replaces one of lower ranked flow entries with the new flow entry. Equation (1) shows a basic method to calculate a rank of a flow. In this equation, \( V \) means the load of a flow and \( W \) means the weight value for a category of a flow.

\[
R_f = \sum_{i=1}^{k} W_i \times S_{if} \tag{1}
\]

\[
S_{if} = \frac{V_{if}}{\max(V_f)} \tag{2}
\]

When replacing flow entries, the \textit{timeout} field of the flow entry can be modified. If the replaced flow entry is related to a high load flow which has a characteristic of long session time, replacement module increases the timeout value of the flow entry. On the other hand, if the replaced flow entry is for a low load flow with a short session time, the timeout value of the flow entry decreases. According to this, replacement module may reduce the number of replacement operations.

3.2 Collection

Collection module periodically sends request to switching devices to collect flow information inside the devices. Then, this information is stored in the local storage of FTM middleware, and it is used in replacement and cache module. In order to save bandwidth and to improve the performance of SDN, collection module tries to use statistic information of communication packets between devices and a controller.

3.2 Cache

Cache module is to handle requests from switching devices. Cache module stores the new flow entries which are not installed into switching devices as well as the replaced flow entries from switching devices. When a device sends a request to the controller, cache module tries to find a matched flow entry. If it exists, cache module sends a response to the device with an instruction to handle the...
packet. Otherwise, the request is forwarded to the controller like normal requests.

4. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, we propose a solution to solve the flow table size issue in data plane. In order to improve performance of SDN, we propose a flow replacement management middleware with three different modules; cache, replacement, and collection. Especially, to replace flow entries for better performance, replacement module uses a ranking method to sort out the utility of flows.

Currently, we are working on implementing this ranking-based flow replacement method into an SDN application over OpenDaylight SDN controller.
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